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November 2—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom
November 5—General Meeting 6:15pm->
December 2—Holiday Party 6:30pm
December 7—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom
January 4—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom
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Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s/

November General Meeting
Join us for another OC99 favorite:
Airport Appreciation Night!
Do you put together killer goodie bags? Do
you have a tried-and-true family recipe for a
delicious baked treat? Airport appreciation
night is a time when we get to bring goodies
and say thank you to those who look out for us.
We will be meeting in the parking lot of the
SNA Administration building at 6:15pm sharp.
Be sure to wear a jacket and comfy shoes as
we might be walking a bit. Contact Jennifer
W. if you have any questions.
Where: JWA Admin building address: 3160
Airway Ave, Costa Mesa CA 92626



Kyra Duncan—Instrument Rating



Lindsay Chen—First Solo
Miranda Keller—First Solo CrossCountry
Miranda Keller—Accepted to Utah Valley
University for her bachelor’s in aviation.




When: Saturday, November 5th at 6:15pm

October General Meeting at Hangar 244, Great Park

~ Diane Myers

Seven OC 99s and one soon-to-be-99 gathered in front of Hangar 244 at the Great Park on Sat, Oct 22, to learn a little
about military aviation history in Orange County. The Great Park was originally part of Marine Corps Air Station El Toro.
Diane TM and I remember when the base was active.
In addition to learning about the history of El Toro, we really enjoyed learning about each other: from pre-solo student
pilots to recently soloed student pilots, to new CFIs, and to seasoned pilots like the two Dianes.

Looking out from inside
the hangar.

Historical photos of El Toro.

Cindy reads Jenn’s history
of SoCal Aviation.

L-R: Diane Myers, Shaddi Abdala, Diane Titterington-Machado, Miranda Keller, Jinifer Conover, Cindy Morris, Kelsi Calvillo, Lindsey Chen

Marine Corps Air Station El Toro was a United States Marine Corps Air Station located next to the community of El Toro,
near Irvine. The base opened on Nov 4, 1942 and closed on July 2, 1999.
By the end of 1944, the base was home to 1,248 officers and 6,831 enlisted personnel
Before it was decommissioned in 1999, it was the 4,682-acre home of Marine Corps
Aviation on the West Coast. Designated as a Master Jet Base, its four runways (two of 8,000
feet and two of 10,000 feet) could handle the largest aircraft in the U.S. military inventory.
While it was active, all U.S. Presidents in the post-World War II era landed in Air Force One at
this airfield. The El Toro "Flying Bull" patch was designed by Walt Disney Studios in 1944 and it
survived, virtually unchanged, until the close of the air station.
The MCAS El Toro Air Show took place annually from the 1950s until 1997. It featured the U.S. Navy Blue Angels, as well
as the USAF Thunderbirds. The Air Show also featured new aircraft that were coming into active service, such as the B2 stealth bomber. Other displays featured military vehicles. The show also had a large gathering of vendors of military
items and memorabilia. The final Air Show in 1997 drew an estimated two million visitors.

The closing of MCAS El Toro ignited a political firestorm over the eventual fate of the facility. With the existing
infrastructure, some favored converting the base into an international airport. Those favoring the new airport tended to
come from northern Orange County (desiring the convenience of a closer airport), and from areas in Newport Beach that
are within the arrival and departure noise zones surrounding John Wayne Airport (hoping to close that airport in favor of
the new one at El Toro). Those against the airport proposal were largely residents of the cities in the immediate vicinity
of El Toro, such as Irvine, Lake Forest, Laguna Niguel, Laguna Woods, Dana Point, and Mission Viejo, where residents
were alarmed at the idea of the aircraft noise.
The city of Irvine sought to annex the property for park and related uses.
The battle between pro-airport and anti-airport groups dominated Orange County politics for much of the late 1990s
and early 2000s.
About 1,300 acres of land originally taken by the air station was converted into a large recreational center, the Orange
County Great Park, while the rest was re-zoned for residential and commercial development.

4,682 acre Marine Corps El Toro, 1993

1300 acre Great Park in SW corner

Remnants of runways are still
visible from the air; at least
two small airplanes have
made emergency landings
there since the base closed.
Hangar 244 was built in 1944
for the original air battalion
stationed here during World
Hangar 244 in disrepair in 1993.
War II. It was later used by
the Marines as the El Toro Museum. It has been restored, and is again an
aviation museum to commemorate the history of MCAS El Toro.

Hangar 244 was restored and opened as a
museum in 2015.

In addition to the SNJ-5 Texan and the N3N-3 Canary on display, an organization called the Flying Leatherneck Historical
Foundation is planning to relocate several aircraft to the El Toro hangars in 2023 once final agreements are set. This will
bring in many more historic marine aircraft for display from multiple theaters.

More info/links
http://www.airfields-freeman.com/CA/Airfields_CA.htm <---A great site complete with vintage photos.
https://historicsouthernsantaana.wordpress.com/businesses/eddie-martin-airport/orange-county-airport/
https://waterandpower.org/museum/Aviation_in_Early_LA_(Page_1).html

SBA OC 99s Fly-In FAIL

~Tess Karich

I hate being wrong, just like anyone else, but I was dead wrong about the weather for our fly-in
to Santa Barbara. I am kinda bummed because it has been a long time since I have been there,
way back, before the restaurant on the beach closed down. That said, I understand the gals
who did make it had a pretty eventful trip! I will let them tell you all about it…
I, on the other hand, jumped in Archer N4171X with
PIC Jessica Gailing and student pilot Lindsey Chen.
We blasted outta John Wayne for a little trip to
Ramona. It happens to be a fave spot for Jess so
Lindsey and I were in for a nice flight. Jessica, being
the amazing person she is, used to teach, so her
preflight was very informative and I am sure Lindsey
was just eating it up. She had never flown in a Piper
or a Low wing, so it was exciting for her! I on the other
hand have flown an Archer and have flown a number
of low wing airplanes, but, I need to say that Jessica
is one of the most thorough pilots I have ever flown
with.
We flew down the coast, normal stuff, Lindsey hasn’t been over Camp Pendleton, so we got to
point out all the spots that we OC folks are familiar with. I sat in the back, because I wanted
Lindsey to enjoy being in front. I was actually anxious after having a laser procedure on my
eyes that I would even be able to spot planes. Thankfully, I can spot planes and I no longer
wear glasses! Yay, so this was my test. Our flight to KRNM was pretty uneventful, we landed
and taxi’d over near the tower. Low and behold there was this monster Helicopter there. Wow.
We parked the plane and had to go check it out. As it turns out, Cal Fire has leased a Sikorsky
EH1, called a Skycrane, to assist with fires in the area. These folks were super cool and
informative. Chris Cox eat your heart out! Check out N795HT. This aircraft has some amazing
features. Historically
it was used as a
crane to transport
heavy items, as
much as 20,000 lbs
for the military. It
was also used for
logging before they
converted it for water
transport. The two
engines are each
4500 HP. The rotor
blades are formed
for lift. It holds 1,250

galons of fuel and they can only
stay up for about 2 hours. VFR day,
at a sporty 115kts. It can suction
up 2650 gals of water in just
minutes from a reservoir. Cal Fire
San Diego has leased the aircraft
for a year to assist with fires in and
around in neighboring counties.
The lease includes a maintenance
Chris Cox eat your heart out! Check out N795HT.
mechanic and there is a fuel tanker
on hand at all times. The pilot, Levi, was kind enough to let us crawl into the cabin to get a look
at the panel.
When it was previously used there
was a bubble where the crane
operator sat to operate the crane.
Funny thing, another airplane flew in
from John Wayne and Jess knew the
fellas from the flight school so we
were able to take a pic to give you a
perspective of just how BIG this
aircraft is.
Here Lindsey and Jess demonstrate what it was like sitting in the
The day actually turned out to be a
bubble.
great day. I got an even greater
appreciation for our fire department here in CA.

The crew were so nice, as a matter of fact, I am
positive that if a bunch of airplanes flew in there and
we ordered some
pizzas they would
really love it! Might
be a good idea for
a fly in!
A nice little bonus
This pic actually doesn’t even capture the
as we said our
whole thing!
good-byes and took
off we got to see the 99s’ Compass Rose!
Can’t wait to hear all about Santa Barbara.
Till next time. Tess

Santa Barbara Fly-in October 9th
~Racquel Stephens
Ladies on a Mission…For Fun!
Diane Myers had N471HB ready to go in
Palomar! Our first treat was a pumpkin with
our names on it and a bag of candy. This was
a welcome way
to usher in
October and the
start of our trip.
Our ride was a Cessna 414 pressurized twin. The word of the
day was COMFORT
with six seats,
headroom, and air
conditioning!
With Diane in the left seat, we flew almost a straight
line to SBA at 10,500' - above the LA Class B
airspace. Pressurization kept the cabin at a very
comfortable 1500'.
Racquel Stephens and Jinelle Graves enjoying the
cabin in the back - pressurized cabins are quiet!
We flew a straight line from CRQ - SBA for a total of 150 nm; because SBA was IFR, we
needed and were cleared for the ILS runway 7. Takeoff to
touchdown: 1 hour and 1 minute…in comfort!
Shannon Robertson hand-flew the entire flight (except
takeoffs & landings). She had earned her multi-engine
rating recently so was happy to log multi-engine time. She
was a
valuable copilot, with the
unexpected
tower-out situation at KSBA
Three LA 99s, Marlene Perales, Eve Lopez, Carly
Anderson, flew N53440 from SMO. They filed IFR
and also flew the ILS 7 into SBA.

Signature shuttled us to Los Agaves for a tasty
Mexican lunch.
Returning we flew at 11,500' over the Class B. The
cabin was at 2000' – also very comfortable. Takeoff to
touchdown: 1:07.
With the four of us the twin took 100 gallons of fuel
(plane can hold 163), which put us 159# below the
gross weight of 6,350#.
Racquel and Jinelle
learned how moving
back and forth in the
long fuselage affects
the CG, thus the trim of
the airplane (just ask
Shannon!).
The day ended with the
“crew” helping Diane by
cleaning the plane
before its return to the hangar.
Much more than that, it ended with a day full of fun, new
Learning and experiences, and new friendships!

On a personal note, spending a day with Diane and team opened my eyes to the expertise it
takes to fly a multi-engine plane, fly above the LAX Class B airspace, handle a tower-out
situation, and fly IFR. Thank you, ladies, for the experience!

The LA 99s Join OC99s Fly-in KSMO-KSBA ~Marlene Perales

L-R: Marlene, Carly, Eve

Eve, Carly, and I flew a Cessna 172 from KSMO. The day prior we talked about
flight planning, Wx briefing, CO-Flying briefings, flight enroute, minimum
altitudes, and alternates. We decided to file IFR flight plan the next day based on
the weather. Eve IR CPL, and Carly (about to take her IR check-ride) flew the
flight up to SBA. I followed along for all of the briefings/ procedures as I am
going to start instrument training soon. It was empowering to see the teamwork
and how hard these ladies have worked. Not only was the weather challenging
but the tower was closed, and these ladies did an amazing job, nonetheless. We
enjoyed a wonderful lunch with the OC 99s and met some new members.
Eve and I flew the flight back from KSBA to KSMO the weather was
reporting MVFR but changed and we had to get creative leaving KSBA. Eve
filled an IFR flight plan, we waited a while to get a departure clearance as
weather was not improving and tower was still closed. We made it back to
SMO and it was such great practice learning from both Eve and Carly!

6000’ above clouds
Backseat: Marlene / Left seat: Carly /
Right seat: Eve

Landing Runway 7

Playing on the Playa

~Jennifer Walinowicz

This year Jin, Cindy, and I made our second
annual pilgrimage to the High Sierra Fly In.
Having barely survived the first trip with Mr.
Buddy heaters in the below freezing
temperatures, to say this year was an upgrade is
to put it too mildly.
Jin volunteered her AMAZING camper van: A
bathroom, two beds, microwave, a refrigerator,
and heat or A/C on demand were at our disposal
thanks to her lithium battery bank and solar
panels. After loading up everything at my
house, we hit the road midday Thursday bound
for a hotel in Reno. Some 10 hours and 400-ish
miles later, we arrived at the Walmart in Sparks,
NV just before closing to purchase a Nespresso machine since YOURS TRULY left hers on the kitchen
counter….yikes!
Coffee maker acquired, we attempted to hit a fast-food place for dinner before hotel check-in. Sadly,
Jin’s van is too tall for drive-thru, and they wouldn’t let us in the lobby, so we turned towards the hotel.
After bringing our overnight bags in, we inhaled some mediocre delivery pizza while discussing the
differences in linen usage in America versus Europe. Did you know washcloths are not common in other
countries? The gals and I had a good laugh at differences between Cindy’s native Spain and the USA.
The next morning, we rolled out of bed excited to hit the playa. After stopping for groceries, we loaded
the fridge and made sure all loose items were secure as the last 12 miles to the playa are unpaved and
can be a pretty rough ride. I am used to offroad driving, and we had all been before, but Jin’s van was
fitted with lots of vulnerable equipment under our feet. She handled the silty washes like a champ,
though, and soon we were treated to the sound of airplanes and dust. LOTS and lots of dust.
The nice thing about arriving in the van?
Minimal setup! We cooked up a quick lunch,
met some neighbors (the main photographer
and the Dead Cow Fire Dept were next door!),
and caught a couple qualifying round flights.
The temperature was perfect, so we kind of just
walked around checking some things out and
chatted with neighbors. Jin had taken a catnap,
so when she got up, we went for a walk. Down
towards the end of the camp area, we were
shocked to see an explosion happen in front of
us- A truck pulling a trailer exploded. Luckily no
one was hurt, but it was crazy to see. We found
out later it was a trailer containing hot air
balloon rigging and cannisters (I’m told it was

due to static electricity buildup). Not five
minutes later, Jin and I saw a plane from a
three-ship formation hit the ground in a cloud
of dust. Again, no one was seriously injured
(thank goodness), but it was a sobering thing
to watch. We headed back to camp a little
worried and with lots of questions about what
we’d seen. Once we received news that
everyone was okay, we were able to relax and
have fun again. By evening, the bonfire was
going at the main pit, so headed over to keep
warm and hang with the other aviation lovers.
Waking up in the van was an experience. No
midnight runs to the porta potties- we lived in
luxury. A warm, clean place to sleep, complete with power and a coffee machine, we were in the lap of
luxury! Nespressos in hand, we each stepped out to greet the day. We had let our photographer
neighbor know we’d be happy to help volunteer, but they had enough help. After brewing some coffee
for our other neighbors from the PNW, we grabbed our chairs and headed to watch the races.
Somehow this year the
number of competitors and
attendance was a little lower
(gas prices, maybe?) but we
had a blast. As each class
raced, we marveled at the
daring pilots taking off and
zipping down the 2000’ course
mere feet above the ground
before performing a sideslip
to a landing, turning around
and flying the course back.
Two women competed this year, and we sure loved cheering for them. Cathy Page even walked down
the flight line saying hello and passing out stickers of her new Cub, “LunaC.” Some other favorites
included a new friend’s husband racing for the first time, as well as a favorite from last year who
upgraded from a 182 to a Kitfox aircraft and beat Mike Goulian, the famed aerobatic performer. High
Sierra Fly In is the coolest… where else can a 500-hour pilot race a world-famous performer? I have to
say the camaraderie is hands down my favorite. People come from all over, and we just sit and talk
airplanes and fun places to fly; what’s not to love?
Anyway, Steve Henry won the Gold Class race in his “Yeehaw 6” highlander, though he was unable to
break into his sought-after time bracket of sub-00:50.00. There were upsets such as the novice pilot
beating an accomplished aerobatic performer, and the never-ending ‘tailwheel versus training wheels’
trash talk of tricycle gear/conventional gear. It’s all in good fun!
If this small look into the great time we had on the playa isn’t enough to encourage you to join us next
year, I don’t know what will. We are already planning the trip for next year, and wouldn’t it be great to
cheer on more women competing!? Come join us!

My First Solo Flight!

~Lindsey Yadana Chen

My name is Lindsey Yadana Chen, and I am Myanmar-American
from Huntington Beach, California. I began my private pilot training
at Pacific Air Flight School in March 2022 and fly from Long Beach
Airport in a Cessna 172. My goal is to become a professional pilot
for a major commercial airline.
I completed my first solo flight on September 30, 2022, and it was
smooth!
The solo flight required three
takeoffs and landings around the
traffic pattern. My CFI, Xavier Cobb, likes to keep the solo date
a secret so that students don’t feel nervous in anticipation. The
first day flying after I passed my pre-solo evaluation, the
conditions were hazy, and the traffic pattern was crowded and
tense, so we practiced short-field and soft-field takeoffs and
landings. No solo.
On the following day, the skies were clear with a 3-knot
crosswind. After practicing a few takeoffs and landings, we
returned to the Signature parking lot where my CFI asked, “No
B.S., can you solo today?” I confidently replied, “Yes.” With
that, he exited the aircraft to record my solo: https://youtu.be/BO1wr5kRO4k.

I recited a Buddhist prayer my mother taught me as a
child for safety. I focused my energy and narrated
every step aloud, saying phrases my instructors often
repeated, “Stay on centerline,” “Gentle, mild
corrections,” and affirmations like “I am a safe and
competent pilot, and I will fly this aircraft!” It was
simply exhilarating. Without other passengers
onboard, the plane felt so light and tried to lift off
before rotation speed.
And then I was flying! I found it easier to focus being
alone in the airplane, tracking other aircraft
movements and instructions from ATC. Every step of
the pattern fell into place regarding airspeed, altitude,
and turns, without unusual instructions from ATC.
Conditions were ideal for my first solo flight.

Upon landing, I came in at 65 knots with 2 out of 4 red lights on
the PAPI, and added cross-wind correction. Keeping my eyes on
centerline, I repeated “fly to the end of the runway,” and landed
softly! I exited the runway and taxied back for another takeoff.
My instructor was applauding, and apparently some ATP students
also stopped by to watch and cheer me on.
I completed my last two laps
around the pattern building my
confidence with each landing.
After completing my flight, I felt
elated proud, and accomplished,
which lasted all day and all week. Flying has brought me a
wonderful joy, passion, and sustaining happiness I have never
known before. The community of pilots, and especially the
incredible women I have connected with at the Ninety-Nines
have been fulfilling and inspiring. I look forward to every day
of flight and feel profoundly grateful to be alive!
~Lindsey Yadana Chen
Connect with me @gigglesonboard

Special thanks to my first CFI Reinald Magno (photo on right),
my current CFI Xavier Cobb (photo above), the pilot community,
and my supportive family, friends, and colleagues!

First Solo Cross-Country

~Miranda Keller

Hello, my name is Miranda Keller and I’m a 22-yearold living in Orange County, Ca. I have been flying
planes for about a year now and just accomplished
my solo cross-country from Long Beach Airport
(KLGB) to McClellan-Palomar Airport (KCRQ). This
was the best experience I’ve had with flying since I
started and what a beautiful route all the way down
the beautiful California coast!
Although it might have taken me longer to just get to
this point, life can make it hard to fly. Reminding
myself that little progress is still progress, no matter
what, and days like this make working so hard worth it. This feeling is beyond what I thought I
would get when I finally accomplished this part of my private pilot journey. Writing in my
logbook “1st solo cross-country flight” gave me butterflies I didn’t even know I had in me. I’m so
incredibly proud and blessed to say I officially did my solo cross-country!!

CFI – Finally!

~Chris Cox

Hi again, it’s Chris, your friendly neighborhood helicopter pilot and newly rated CFI!!
As of my last Plane Tales article, I had successfully passed my CFII check ride and was
going to start my CFI training. I know that sounds backwards but you can get your
CFII before your CFI and that’s what I did.
Because my helicopter rating was an add-on to my fixed wing ppl, I didn’t have to
take the written test and I didn’t have to solo. I decided to backtrack and complete
at least a portion of the solo helicopter requirements. Helicopter solo is broken
down into four parts: hover, pattern, airport-to-airport and cross-country. I opted
out of the cross-country portion but completed everything else. This was definitely
a confidence booster and since I was going to be teaching solo flight I wanted to
experience it first-hand.
Once my solo was completed it was onward and upward for my CFI. I’m not going to lie this rating kicked my tail, for
sure. CFI is basically commercial standards from the left (opposite) seat and while my CFI (aka Assistant Chief Pilot) was
tough he definitely pushed my flight skills to a much higher level. Actively “teaching” while flying is also another skill
that must be honed and articulating every movement, without overwhelming me or the student, requires a lot of
practice. The site picture from the left seat was very different for me and while my controls are in the same place, the
instrument panel is now to my right (center console). Since I have to maintain constant control of the cyclic (right hand)
any radio or altimeter changes require me to switch the cyclic into my left hand, make the changes, and then switch
back, all while still flying, teaching and monitoring radios and traffic.
The other crazy difficult piece is full-down autorotation training. An autorotation is a simulated engine failure. Basic
training (ppl/commercial) is engine failure with a power recovery at 40 feet AGL and then practicing a hover
autorotation from 5-10 feet AGL to the ground. Full-down autorotation starts at altitude, flying all the way to the
ground, maintaining airspeed and rotor rpm’s, cushioning the set down all without engine power. This is a required
endorsement for CFIs. If you hadn’t guessed already, most student helicopter accidents occur during autorotation
training. Check out an online video or two and you will get a good idea of what’s happening and how quickly a
helicopter wants to fall out of the sky.
I checked all the to-do boxes for CFI, performed within PTS for my CFI and received all my necessary endorsements and
it was time to schedule my check ride. While check rides are always nail biters, because of the amazing training received
from my CFI, I successfully completed my CFI check ride on September 19th, 2022. I’ve been hired on with Anthelion
Helicopters in Long Beach, where I did all of my training and will be teaching students, doing demo flights and flying
tours.
Whatever the reason; changing seats, different site picture, teaching while flying or just the terrifying realization I would
now be the “safety net” for students once I passed, CFI was just harder than expected (maybe “bigger” is a better
descriptor). However, the level of confidence and the tools I now have in my flying toolbox made it worth the time,
energy and effort.
PS: Almost a month post check ride, about 10 hours of “flight instructor” time with students and demo flights and all the
training and hard work has paid off. I’m getting more comfortable in the instructor seat and while I’m still very aware of
the inherent dangers of flying (especially with newbies), I am starting to enjoy student “ah-ha” moments and the smiles
and giggles of people discovering the joys of flight for the first time.
PPS: So Diane Myers kinda popped my little joy bubble when she reminded me that very soon I would be sending my
students on SOLO FLIGHTS!!!!
What was I thinking?????

My Instrument Checkride

~Kyra Duncan

I passed my instrument check ride on Tuesday, October 18th!
It was a long journey but I am very
grateful for the experience and cannot
wait to start my commercial training. I
took my check ride with Matt Harlin. We
originally started my check ride a few
weeks ago. We completed the oral
portion then went to the plane to do the
flight portion and noticed multiple clouds
in the vicinity of the airport. We preflighted the airplane and decided to wait
half an hour to see if the weather would
clear a little. At the end of the
30 minutes, we decided to take off and
try to do what we could of the flight
portion. We did unusual attitudes but ultimately decided we would not be able to do the
approaches with me under foggles and staying clear of clouds without the help of my
DPE. So we discontinued the flight.
It took a while to set a new date for another check ride which was stressful. There
wasn’t very much for me to study, seeing that I had already completed the oral portion
and done the approaches multiple times. My next check ride day was a beautiful day
with perfect weather. We took off out of KSNA, and did a hold over the Seal Beach
VOR. We then did the VOR- A into KFUL with a full procedure turn and circled to land
runway 24. We picked up an IFR clearance to KLGB and did the RNAV approach with
the published missed. We then did the ILS approach back into KSNA. We taxied back
to the ramp and pushed the plane back. My DPE shook my hand and let me know that I
had passed my instrument check ride!
Getting my instrument rating was a great experience for me. It really taught me
patience and to trust my skills as a pilot.
I am now starting a new journey in San
Diego for my commercial training. I will be
moving down there at the beginning of
November and starting the commercial
training at the American Airlines Cadet
Academy on November 4th.
I am very excited about this new
opportunity. I would be more than happy
to answer any questions anybody has
about this program or any of the training I
have done.

Everything is Spinning!!!

~ Jinelle Graves

Part of Sunrise Aviation's private pilot program is a requirement before solo to do a spin lesson with
Michael Church, the Chief Instructor. Sunrise has a few Decathlon airplanes in which they complete this
training. I have finally reached that stage in my training, and boy, was I excited to experience a new
plane and something different. Unfortunately, due to weather and schedule conflicts, my lesson got
rescheduled several times, which built up some nerves with all that anticipation.
Finally, on October 17th, I was able to go out with Michael to complete this training. At this point, I had
completed a 2-hour ground session and seen videos of spins and spin recovery, but was unsure how it
would feel at the moment and how quickly I would respond. My nerves started kicking in during the
flight, more than I anticipated, uncertain of what was to come. Right when we got to the practice area,
and I made my first stall recovery, I pushed the stick forward too much, and the motion of the drastic
change made me feel extremely nauseous. We decided that it would be best to call this lesson and
come back to pick it up another day.
We scheduled our second lesson for Wednesday, October 19th. Now with the fear of getting nauseous
again, I was a little scared that I wouldn't be able to get through even one spin. But I was amazed that
things went way better during the second attempt. We got out to the practice area and completed
several spins in which Michael walked me through how to get into the spin and how to get out of the
spin. With what I learned, I practiced recovering very quickly, and then we let the airplane go one full
rotation before I recovered. I felt my instincts kicking in each time to recover as quickly as possible. I
felt my response was getting better each time we entered a spin. The most surprising thing to me is
how quickly the airplane starts to spin and how it looks like you are spinning to your
death. That is not the case, but seeing it for the first time felt like that. During this
exercise, I learned that you could get out of the spin quickly, and it was helpful to
build that muscle memory in real life.
Since I wasn't feeling nasuous after spin training, Michael showed me some
acrobatic maneuvers. We did two loops in which I got to fly the second loop and
then we did two hammerheads. I enjoyed every moment of that second lesson,
and I felt like I was on my own little personal roller coaster that I was controlling.
It amazes me every day that I get to do something that very few people get to do
in their lifetime, and I enjoy it so much.
Stock photo of one of Sunrise
Aviation’s aerobatic aircraft
(inverted by your Plane Tales
editors).

Your Plane Tales editors also added
a photo of Jinelle’s smiling face,
inverted.

Loop ©2019 Aero
Enterprises LLC

You Got An Attitude?? (for Aviation, that is…)
Let me start off by saying that this isn’t about the attitude of your aircraft in the air. Rather, this article
contains a few thoughts I’ve had about our own mental attitudes and how they influence a successful flight.
Ever hear that “attitude is everything”? Sure! Ever think about that with respect to how you approach flying?
Your attitudes about your flying can make major differences in how things turn out. There are probably
hundreds of different things that could be said but let me just go over a few. Hopefully, it’ll give you a little to
think about (and not put you to sleep).
Have no fear! An attitude of confidence goes a long way toward ensuring that you have a great flight.
Confidence comes from knowing you can handle whatever might come up during the course of your trip. In
other words, truly being the “pilot in command” of the aircraft and the situation. What gives you that
confidence is practice and keeping your skills current. Also keep to your own personal flight limits. If
conditions are outside of your limits, such as too much wind, stay on the ground and go another day. Why
put yourself in an unpleasant or potentially risky (for you) situation? If you find you’re losing your confidence
in your skills, then it’s time to go up and spend some time working on them, perhaps with an instructor. The
goal is to always be the master of the machine (perhaps not something some of us girls were taught when we
were growing up?), not be a back-seat passenger waiting for something to happen. It’s tough to think straight
when you’re scared, and that’s most likely a time when you’ll really need to be able to think. A great number
of aviation accidents are the result of pilot error exacerbated by panic. Trade timidity for capability and
confidence by training, then fear will never get the best of you. The fact that you have your license to fly
proves you have the capacity to handle your airplane. That fact and the training to keep your skills sharp will
keep your confidence level high. You owe it to yourself and your passengers.
Be cool! Have you ever observed somebody losing their temper and thought how really stupid they
looked and how useless it was for them? That kind of angry attitude never helped anybody.
Maintaining a cool and professional attitude in the cockpit is a good way to help ensure that you
have “smooth sailing” when you fly. ATC will appreciate it and you’ll get more out of your dealings with them.
None of us reacts well to having another angry person in our face. Escalating an argument is
counterproductive. Whining and grousing don’t work well, either, no matter how right you may be. If you find
yourself in a disagreement with a controller, keep your temper (you don’t want to make yourself look bad, for
one thing, and don’t forget everything you say to ATC is recorded) and make the best of the situation. If
further conversation is needed, you can ask for the controller’s “initials” (their operating ID – they are required
give them to you if you ask) and a phone number so you can resolve the problem after you land and secure
the aircraft.
Keep learning! I don’t know about you, but one of the things I love about flying and aviation is that I’m
always learning something new about aviation from things I read about it and from every pilot I talk to.
Keeping an attitude of curiosity is a great asset. You never know when you’ll hear something that will
set off the proverbial light bulb in your head. Useful facts are always out there waiting to be
discovered (or reinforced!). Let me encourage you to talk to your instructor, read at least 1 aviation
periodical (see references below), talk to other, more experienced pilots, attend safety meetings, join AOPA,
etc. You’re already a part of the 99s and that’s great! Participate in Chapter activities. Education is a big part
of the mission of the 99s. NEVER be afraid to ask questions, and don’t ever stop asking them!!!
Think safety! (You didn’t think I’d stop without that one, did you? ☺ ) I’ve been writing a lot about safety for
a long time now (this is my 31st year!), and I can’t encourage you enough to adopt an attitude of safety. You
know the usual litany:
• Always keep checking, even if you’re “sure”.
(this applies to pre-flight, WX, traffic and lots of other things)
• Slow down, take your time and don’t rush!
• Don’t rely on memory – use that checklist.
The unfortunate thing about common sense is that it isn’t all that “common”. If you find yourself falling prey
to “get-there-itis” or “well, maybe it’s not THAT bad”, it might be best to think things out again – preferably
out loud in a conversation with a disinterested party. We all do a certain amount of “risk management” every
day. Even getting up in the morning has its risks! A little common sense and your safety attitude will go a
long way toward insuring you have lots of happy flying.
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson, FAA Safety Counselor © CK Ferguson 2019

Can you name
this airport?
Circa 1930
(Answer in December issue
of Plane Tales!)

Happy November Birthdays!
25 Therese Paul
27 Beverly Allen

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines
Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join us Online
Chapter Website - https://www.oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia,
fly "for the fun of it!"
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

